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This is my first portfolio for my 
online-part-time Graphic Design 
course, which I started on 
August 15th 2015. 

This portfolio is split into two 
sections: 1) Mandatory 
Assignments, where you’ll see my 
final products; 2) Reports - here 
you’ll find reports for each of my 
products. My reports reflect my 
inspiration, thought and work 
processes.

This first half of the Graphic Design 
course has really opened my eyes 
to all the opportunities found within 
the design industry. I’ve aquired 
new skills and improved in my use 
of certain programmes.

I have struggled following some 
directions given in the tasks. But I 
believe that I pulled through 
anyway and produced some 
decent final products.

I’ve enjoyed this learning process so 
far and look forward to improving 
my skills further and broadening 
my knowledge within design 
further.

I made this portfolio with the view 
of it being both printed and 
viewed online.
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Photo taken from the heights of Acropolis, in Athens, Greece. I love this 
photo because the colors are so soft, but it represents a strong and 
vibrant city. The olive tree, which is in focus, is often a symbol of Greece. 
In this picture, it overlooks the beautiful white city. This photo makes a 
nice contrast between nature and urban life. 

DEPTH

ISO:   100
Focal length: 55
Shutter Speed: 1/195
Exposure time: 1/200
Aperture:  10



LINES & CURVES

Photo taken in my home studio. This 
photo not only represents curves 
and lines, but also warm and cold 
colors. I also like the contrast 
between light and dark - and the 
reflection made on the black 
surface. The bottle stands strongly in 
the middle of the photo.

LINES & CURVES

ISO:   3200
Focal length: 47
Shutter Speed: 1/330
Exposure time: 1/320
Aperture:  6,3
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Photo taken in my home studio. I had never worked 
with low key photography before taking this photo, 
and I think it came out nicely. My husband held some 
small colored LED lights up to his face as I took 
pictures of him. I really like this picture even though it’s 
very dark. The light highlighted 
some really nice features.

LOW KEY PHOTO:

ISO:   3200
Focal length: 75
Shutter Speed: 1/50
Exposure time: 1/50
Aperture:  6,3
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INTRODUCTION

I used the given brand name ”Crave” to create a 
simple, easily recognizable, and timeless logo. My 
biggest obstacle was that I couldn’t put all the 
images of existing chocolate logos from my mind, 
and they were interfering in my thought process. I 
also kept confusing Coco beans with coffee beans! 
I overcame these obstacles by doing research on 
the coco bean and sketching pictures I found of 
them on the Internet. 

STRATEGIC DESIGN:

I decided that my target group would be “women 
in their 30’s”.  I came up with 3 key words/concepts, 
related to the words “chocolate” and “Crave”: 
1. Sensual
2. Coco bean
3. Bathing in chocolate.
These three things would ultimately be the foun-
dation of my logo. I wanted to convey a sense of 
relaxation, wellbeing and sensuality.
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RESEARCH AND WORK PROCESS

CREATIVE METHODS AND INSPIRATION
I started off by looking for key words I could use as foundations in my logo.  I made a mind map for the words “chocolate” 
and “Crave” for inspiration. I wrote down every word and thought that popped into my mind when I thought of these words, 
and sometimes continued the process further by thinking of one of those words (ex. Need) and what that reminded me of (ex. 
Lust). I ended up with an interesting collection of words. 
As I read through them, I created pictures in my mind, and I made some sketches. (At this point I also used the Internet to 
search for pictures so that I could accurately draw a coco bean). I ended up with three words/concepts that created the pic-
ture I was most satisfied with: Sensual, Coco bean, bathing in chocolate. 
I drew several examples of the logo (some of them looked almost identical). I picked my favourite, 
and developed it in Adobe Illustrator. 
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ANALYSIS
There are A LOT of different brands for chocolate – my personal favourites being Cadbury, Freia, and 
Anthon Berg (which, funnily enough, are all listed in our task). What I like about these businesses isn’t just 
that they’ve made heavenly chocolate, but also that they’ve made very simple, yet elegant, logos. 

For example, Anthon Berg’s logo is fantastically elegant. They’ve made the brand name the main feature 
of their logo, while at the same time giving it that royal feel with the crown above the name - and the 
“since 1884” underneath just, somehow, screams “trust” and “reliability”. It’s so brilliantly elegant! 

Of course, “Crave”, being a new brand, I felt that I couldn’t focus too much on the brand name. So I tried 
to focus on what the brand represented, and what it had to offer. 

SOME FACTS ABOUT CHOCOLATE
The origin of the word “chocolate” has been traced back to the Aztec word “xocoatl”. This xocoatl was a 
bitter drink that was brewed from cacao beans. In Latin, the word for chocolate – Theobroma cacao – 
means “food of the gods.” Chocolate has been around for at least 2000 years, if not longer. Chocolate 
has always been highly valued, though we don’t know exactly when it was “born”. In Latin America, cacao 
beans were used as currency for several centuries.
Some cultures, like the Mayans and the Aztecs, believed that the cacao bean had magical properties. By 
the 17th century, chocolate was popular all over Europe. It was believed to have medicinal and aphro-
disiac properties, but it was mostly only available to the rich at the time. Only when mass production was 
made possible was chocolate made available for everyone.
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DESIGN 

STYLE
I suppose the style I’ve chosen could be described 
as organic – or perhaps minimalistic. My aim was 
to keep it simple, not only because the task said so, 
but also because flashy fancy things usually put me 
off. I appreciate simple, clean-cut, elegant qualities.  
You can see that I‘ve tried to maintain these quali-
ties with my use of colours and positioning. 

TYPOGRAPHY
I tried to make sure that the brand name became 
part of the logo, rather than have it stand next to 
the logo. The name completes the almost-circle 
around the Coco bean. I’m pleased with the font 
because I feel it has an organic feel to it, which was 
what I was aiming for. Font used: Khmer MN.

COLORS
I originally chose to use plain chocolate brown 
on a white background. But this can of course be 
changed. That’s why I chose to present it in black 
and white. As noted earlier, I didn’t want to make 
the logo too flashy. After all, the task was to create 
something that was simple and timeless. I was also 
aiming for an organic finish, and the colour brown 
is the earthiest of colours.

COMPOSITION
“Women in their 30’s” being the target group, I 
thought it was fitting to have the slender woman 
at the centre of the logo. The woman is embraced 
by the Coco bean in such a way that she almost 
becomes at one with it. Originally I had some lines 
on either side of the bean to highlight the feminine 
curves. I thought that encircling it made a nice bold 
finish to the composition. But after some feedback I 
realised that it needed some simplifying. So I re-
moved these extra features. I think it looks nice and 
clean now.
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REFERENCES

http://www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/a-brief-history-of-
chocolate-21860917/?no-ist

http://www.vector-logo.net/logo_preview/eps/f/Freia.png

http://www.virufolk.ee/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Anthon-
Berg-logo-sort-300x191.png

http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/hand-drawn-cocoa-beans-set-
vintage- style-45394487.jpg

http://www.almondy.com/sites/almondy.d7.nx/files/styles/
slideshow_logo/public/images/logos/cadbury-linweork-logo_1.
png?itok=2rzly3Qr
Noro  Video Lessons: http://www.noro .no/student/fagskole/
lms/mod/url/view.php?id=18944

Book:
A Foundation Course for Graphic Designers Working in Print, 
Moving Image and Digital Media by David Dabner, Sheema 
Calvert and Anoki Casey

Adobe Illustrator: 
http://goo.gl/fajJG
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RESEARCH AND WORK PROCESS

CREATIVE METHODS
First off, I looked for some inspiring photos in my gallery. I found 
several pictures and then looked for a song – and found several 
(one for each photo), but ended up with “Broken Chest” by Okenyo. 
I watched the music video to get more of an idea of what the art-
ist’s style is like. Then, I started making my mood board.
I used Photoshop to turn my original photo into a black and white 
photo. I also used the quick selection tool to cut out the statue from 
the background.

I then copied the cut-out chest into Illustrator. I created a layer under 
it and used the square tool to make a coloured background, which I 
then filtered with the grainy filter.



Afterwards I made a layer – same as be-
fore, but this time a white background. And I 
reduced the opacity so as to be able to see 
the background clearly. I used the eraser to 
erase over the chest so you could see it clearly 
through the white layer.
Then, I made a mistake. But it’s what I would 
call a “happy mistake”. I enlarged the chest and 
coloured layer, which left the erased part of the 
white layer the way it was – and no longer fully 
over the chest. But it made a shadow effect, 
which I liked.



INSPIRATION METHODS
The first stage of my project was finding an inspiring photo from my gallery. I found several – you can see them below. I’ll add words to them 
to show what I searched for in a song.

I chose the ”Broken Chest” photo. I found a song that matched the picture perfectly, and I immediately had a vision of what I would create. 
The song is called Broken Chest, and is performed by Okenyo. This song comes under the genre: neo soul/electro. This genre in itself gave me 
inspiration for layout and color. I also got some inspiration from the music video, which I watched to get more of an idea 
of what the artist’s style is.



ANALYSIS
No opportunity to use text in the poster means 
creating a poster that immediately brings to mind 
the chosen song. In this case I think I succeeded. My 
photo is literally of a broken chest. Even though the 
song lyrics don’t say much about a broken chest, 
this poster would immediately bring to mind the 
song title.
My target audience would obviously be fans of neo-
soul/electro music – or maybe just this artist in par-
ticular. Without intending to be ageist, I suppose the 
target audience would mostly be would mostly be 
young people – 30 years and under. Bright colors 
are a major part of today’s pop culture, so intended 
on using such colors.

I couldn’t find many neo-soul/electro artists. But the 
music I’ve heard that is similar, tend to use bright 
and abstract covers for their posters and CD covers. 
Example below:



SKETCHES & MOODBOARD
I’m a bit disappointed with this part of the process… I had a lot of trouble making multiple sketches. I literally only made one, with 
an adaptation. This is because right from the beginning I new what I wanted my poster to look like… 
This hindered me in my sketching process.

To see the image in full size, you can find the ai and jpg file in this link: http://1drv.ms/1kFiF3c 



DESIGN

I made a relatively bright and energetic background for my poster. I wanted to reflect the energy in the song. The 
grey ancient statue against the bright energetic color creates quite a contrast.

STYLE/GENRE
I feel that my final product has a pop-arty edge to it. The reason I say this is because of the grey on the color. If 
I’m wrong, then I have no idea what genre to compare this too. Abstract perhaps? Again, the grey ancient statue 
against the bright energetic background creates a contrast – which you could see as abstract.

COLOURS
Not intending to repeat myself… I wanted to make a nice contrast. Neo-soul/electro makes me think of NEON, 
DEPTH, ENERGY. That’s why I tried to experiment with a couple of bright colors. I decided to go with the deep 
dark turquoise because that’s a color that was recurring in the music video – I thought it would be appropriate.

COMPOSITION, LAYOUT
My poster is very simple. I like simple. “Less is more”. I put the main element of the poster in the centre.



CONCLUSION

I am aware that I started the design process incorrectly - finding a picture and then a song. This 
was because circumstances left me with little time to do this assignment. However, I ended up 
with a finished product and I believe I acheived the objective of our task.

https://www.instagram.com/p/-v0CQDm1h-/

STRATEGIC DESIGN
I wanted to create a fresh, young 
and abstract product that would 
appeal to young electro-loving 
youths. I want to convey a sophis-
ticated – yet energetic – aura. I 
believe I managed this well. After 
showing this poster to Okenyo 
she said she really loved it, and 
posted it online.



SOURCES AND 

REFERENCES

DISCLOSURE PICTURE:

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/

en/5/50/Omen_(Disclosure)_cover_art.jpg

TASK:

http://www.noroff.no/student/fagskole/lc/

dmk/1/en/dmk1/GRA101/_new_week07/

mandatory-assignment03-illustration.html

OKENYO – BROKEN CHEST:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82zn-

9pDLfgo
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RESEARCH AND 
WORK PROCESS

CREATIVE METHODS
I started off by doing some research on cook books. I researched cook 
books in general, and then I researched three more specific categories: 
Vintage cook books, minimalstic cook books, 
and Jamie Oliver’s cook books.

I looked at the pictures I was to use and figured out that a modern, sim-
ple design would be the best choice.

I then sketched what I had in mind. A few different ideas came to mind.
My first idea was to have a very minimalistic design - Front cover: plain 
grey background + title etc; One-column layout throughout the book.
But then I felt I wouldn’t be using my resources to the full. We weren’t given 
many pictures, but I wanted to use them to wet the appetite of the reader 
before he even read the recipes - without it being too “in your face”.

Color and typography also had to be taken into account. We were given 
specific fonts to choose from, so I played around with those, and found 
that Minion Pro, Garamond, and Gill Sans fit best with my design.
I chose a grey background for most of the book because, for some rea-
son, grey = modern + simple - at least in my eyes. I threw in some bright 
colors to brighten the book up. 

When it comes the the photo manipulation (pg 1 + 6-7), I wasn’t 100 % 
sure I was allowed to do that - but I followed instructions to only use the 
pictures given to us in the assignment.
For pg 1, I simply put a black and white filter on it in Photoshop; and for 
pg 6,7 I put a black and white filter on it. Then I added a blue layer with 
a low opacity, and I flipped it - or mirrored it. 



INSPIRATION METHODS
I started the process with some research. I looked for inspiration under four categories: Cook Books, Vintage cook books, Minimalistic Cook Books, and Jamie Oliver’s Cook Books.

“COOK BOOKS” “VINTAGE COOK BOOKS”

”Cook books” was a category I searched for because I thought it would be most relevant to the task – figuring out what sorts of cook books there are out there, and what the layouts are like. 
They were mostly simple and easy to read; 1-2 column layouts and comfortable margins.

”Vintage cook books” was a category I seached for because I like vintage things and thought it might be interesting to see the difference between recent and old books, with regards to design.
The layouts of the vintage books were quite compressed. They seemed to focus more on cramming as much information as possible onto one page, than making it comfortable to follow. They were 
often two different extremes – 1 or 4 column layouts, with small margins. However, I apreciated the design and tiny details – all the vintage books I looked at were lovely.

I researched ”Minimalistic cook books” because when it comes to cook books, practicality is key. Even though I often feel that it’s the small details that often make a product – in such a case, a mini-
malist approach could be best. Small details could become frustratingly distracting to the reader, if the designer isn’t careful.

The examples I found aren’t very relevant to the task. But, I like the concept.

“MINIMALISTIC COOK BOOKS”



Jamie Oliver’s cook books are of 
a modern clean style. They most-
ly have all pictures on one page, 
and all text on the other. The 
layout is mostly a two column 
layout. The title of the recipes 
are often in a big bold font. The 
Ingredients are often in a much 
smaller font than the main body 
of text (the directions). Any tips, or 
introductions are mostly 
in another color.

I did notice that 
the layout of the 
books, changed 
according to their 
audience and 
theme. The more 
“fun” the audience 
or theme, the more 
fun the layout was. 
The more sophis-
ticated and mini-
malistic, the more 
simple the layout.

“JAMIE OLIVER’S COOK BOOKS”



ANALYSIS
Style: free to choose style, but photos are already chosen.
Color: free to choose colors
Typography: Limited number of fonts to choose from. 
must use Serif and Sans Serif fonts.
Layout: main task. Free to experiment, but photo’s MUST 
fill left pages of recipes.
The page format is 200 millimeters wide x 260 mm high 
by 3 mm bleed.
I needed to be consistent with color use and layout.
My audience will be “norwegians aspiring to cook”. Norwe-
gian’s, as a whole, like minimalistic things - as aposed to 
Mediteraneans, who like a more rustic style.

Most cook books I looked at looked like this one. Two column 
layouts were common, and they often had pictures on one 
side of the page.
Fonts seemed to be serif fonts mostly. the colors were limited 
- often, the pictures were the only source of color. Most books 
had plain white pages, but some others were colored - espe-
cially “organic” and “gourmet” cook books.



PLANNING/MOODBOARD/SKETCHES

To see image in full size, go to link: https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=E53FA86B23185B73!71128&authkey=!AD-
3DVJzJDSp_B9s&ithint=folder%2cjpg



SCREENSHOTS OF GRIDS





DESIGN

I made a modern and simple (yet not minimalistic) design. I wanted to wet the apetite of 
the reader with apropriate use of pictures - at the same time as I wanted the  book to be 
eye-catching, and easy to follow. I think that the bright colors (orange, blue, green) work 
well with the grey “theme” of the book; and they give the book its own quirky character, 
while maintainging some sophistication.

STYLE
I’m not sure what definition I should give this style. I can say it’s modern. Again, it’s not 
minimalistic. But I would say: easy to read. If my audience are Norwegians aspiring to 
cook, simplicity is best. Norwegians are known to like simple things that are to the point.

COLORS
I wanted the book to be simple, but eye-catching. Grey is probably the most neutral color 
there is. And I, at least, feel that there’s a certain warmth to it - yet at the same time, 
it’s cold too, like a slab of stone. Most people will relate grey with cold. And with that in 
mind, I wanted to make a contrast that would add some character. The Contents page 
I made orange because I love orange on grey, and I think they compliment each other 
well. I made the Foreword page blue because blue contrasts orange - and that is proba-
bly my favorite color contrast in all the color wheel. I think that orange and blue are nice, 
vibrant colors that reflect Jamie’s cooking style.
I used the color green for “tip” text, to separate it from the main body of text - and also 
so as to catch your eye.

TYPOGRAPHY
We had to use a serif font and a sans serif font. I chose Minion Pro and Garamond as my 
serif fonts, and Gill Sans as my sans serif font.I felt that Garamond was especially effective 
for the massive headings on pages 4-7. I feel that they are bold enough for a heading 
but light enough for sophistication. Minion Pro worked well for the main body of text be-
cause it’s tidy and easy to read. Gill Sans is a bit of an informal character, and it added a 
playful feel to the page, which was a nice contrast to the “formal” surroundings.



LAYOUT
Pg. 1 - Title page
Made in Photoshop
Filled page with photo
Title is placed bottom-center
Author’s name is above Title, centred
Translator’s name is all the way at the bottom right corner.
I made the layout in such a way that the 
objects appear in order of importance: Author, title, translator. Your eye will notice the title 
first though.

Pg. 3 - Imprint
Centered text, in the center of the page.
I put the imprint on the third page, instead of the second page because you see it as soon 
as you turn the first page. Also, I’d rather have a spacey book, than a book that’s cramped, 
and crowded with things on each page. 

Pg. 4 + 5 - Contents
Heading uses both pages, but is 
aligned to the left.
Contents aligned to the left on 
bothpages. The text is centred between the heading and the bottom margin.
Page numbers aligned to the right on 
both pages.
Everything is within the 13mm outer-margin
This is a good example of how I like to use all the space, without actually using it. The page 
felt a bit empty with the heading on one page. So I let it flow onto the other one. 

I made sure it was placed in such a way that the text wouldn’t disapear in the creases of the 
pages.

Pg. 6 + 7 - Foreword
Heading uses both pages and is 
aligned to the left.
Text is split into two bodies of text; one on each page; text is aligned to the left.
(Same concept as the Contents page) 

Pg. 9-15 - Recipes
Two column layout
Heading + Introduction 
(top-centred or top; aligned to the left)
Left column: Ingredients + (“tip” box)
(aligned to the left)
Right column: Directions

Originally I had all sorts of ideas - as you’ll see in my original draft of this cook book. But 
after some feedback, and some time, I could see that my layout needed some simplifying. I 
think I accomplished this. That’s reflected in that the paragraph above was originally 4 para-
graphs as I had a different layout for every page. But now I only needed one explanation.

I think that the design makes it very easy to read. I always left the Directions to the right side 
of the page because the edge of a page is the easiest place to look when ocupied with 
cooking. You’ll know exactly where to look no matter how exasperated you are. 



ORIGINAL DRAFT OF COOK BOOK





As you can see, I took on board the feedback I received from my teachers, and simplified my cook book. You can clearly see the 
changes I’ve made, and I learnt a lot during this assignment. I realised that I don’t have to use all my ideas at once, and I learnt that 
sometimes it’s not appropriate to be too creative in certain types of Design assignments.



SOURCES AND REFERENCES

PICTURES FROM RESEARCH

Jamie Oliver:

http://www.interstateteam.com/images/project/jamie-oliver-jamies-15-minute-
meals-004.jpg

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_eLBeR6NwMA8/TM1wZ82eAmI/AAAAAAAAB5Q/bxP-
drVGA3vE/s1600/jamie_oliver_30_gf_02.jpg

https://www.penguin.com.au/extras/69/9780718154769/lookinside/2.jpg

Cook Books:

http://image.slidesharecdn.com/minimalistcooking-140307150832-phpapp02/95/min-
imalist-cooking-59-638.jpg?cb=1420640124

http://www.cassinagardenclub.org/Store%20Pictures/cookbook%20inside.jpg

http://hipfoodiemom.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/KeysToTheKitchenBook11.jpeg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/a4/19/da/a419da1bea7c8b8e5ad-
2ba5a93e16bfa.jpg

http://www.dirtykitchensecrets.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Jewelled-Kitchen-Tea.
jpg

https://vegetalmatters.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/basics-open.jpg

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-8es0vVdK0qA/UYisNA_uxcI/AAAAAAAAAl4/_wtAMK-
jrCP0/s1600/Screen+Shot+2013-04-24+at+17.40.56.png

Vintage:

https://img0.etsystatic.com/000/0/6387305/il_fullxfull.276123578.jpg

http://www.yourhomebasedmom.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/lemon-me-
ringue-pie_0006.jpg

http://www.kitsch-slapped.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/robinhoodbake003.jpg

http://www.jeanniejeannie.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Ikea_bok_dok_08-
700x503.jpg

http://40.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_md82gaiG9z1qmjk4fo1_1280.jpg

Minimalist infographic : 

http://cdn.trendhunterstatic.com/thumbs/katie-shelly.jpeg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/bd/67/2d/bd672d24013c21fde-
d6980a2e6553d76.jpg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/7f/fd/fb/7ffdfbc3e6670357e4d2b3e4e-
8baf870.jpg

OTHER LINKS:

https://www.noroff.no/student/fagskole/lms/mod/url/view.php?id=18762

https://www.noroff.no/student/fagskole/lc/dmk/1/en/dmk1/GRA102/week09/layout.
html

BOOKS:

pp. 35 – 57 of A Foundation Course for Graphic Designers Working in Print, Moving 
Image and Digital Media

 Pg. 32-49 Graphic Design School - The Principles and Practice of Graphic Design



https://ashleybjornsrud.wordpress.com


